New multimedia services such as HTTP live video streaming [1] demand for higher capacity, especially in mobile networks. In fact, about 50 % of data in mobile networks is currently video traffic, and this number is expected to increase to 70-80 % by 2015 [2] . To enhance the capacity in cellular networks even further, several study items were defined [3] to target peak data rates of up to 1 Gbit/s in the downlink and 500 Mbit/s in the uplink. The different techniques are currently being discussed within the 3GPP for LTEs evolution called LTE-Advanced (LTE-A). A promising approach to enhance the capacity in cellular access networks even further is to create smaller cells [4] . This represents a shift in paradigm from Macro cells to a more heterogeneous ecosystem consisting of a combination of different cell sizes and transmission powers and thus coverage, referred to as Macro-, Pico-, and Femto-cells.
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The key idea behind heterogeneous networks (HetNet) is that the frequency reuse factor (FRS) is set to 1, which means that all heterogeneous cells operate in the same frequency range, but can be controlled and optimized in frequency domain together. With FRS 1, cell capacity is strongly interference limited and interference management (IM) techniques are required at both base station (eNB) and user equipment (UE) to reach the target performance. Newly defined protocols between HetNet entities allow decentralized, feedback-based radio resource management (RRM) which can help to mitigate interference and enhance HetNet performance on a cellular level. The performance is measured by key performance indicators (KPIs) [5] with performance criteria tailored to HetNet deployments. Aim of this paper is to evaluate RRM techniques which focus on a distributed precoding concept on system-level taking into account realistic antenna models optained by 3D antenna measurements.
System Model: We consider a HetNet system with a set of Macro cells and 1 or 2 associated Pico cells per Macro. Considering effect on the wireless channel, e.g. path loss, shadow fading, 3D antenna models, the received downlink signal ym at user m and is given by
The desired data stream xi,m transmitted to the m th user from the i th cell is distorted by the intra-and inter-cell interference plus noise aggregated in ζm and zm, respectively. Hi,m spans the NR × NT channel matrix for user m formed by the i th cell. The NT × NT precoding matrix Bi = [bi,1 · · · bi,M ] includes the power allocation pi and contains the precoders bi,m designed for each user. The proposed precoding matrix treats the Macro and associated Picos as a virtual antenna array and forms a combined virtual precoding matrix.
The precoder is defined by the codebooks Bi with Macro power weights γ, and Pico power weights α and β, which fulfill the corresponding per-antenna power constraints of the transmit antennas.
The precoding codebooks for a Macro eNB with 2 transmit antenna and 2 Pico eNBs with a single antenna can be written as
Here, the colums of matrix B represent the number of transmit antennas and the rows the number of receive antennas. The precoder a) implies that associated Picos are switched off and data is transmitted only via the Macro cell. If precoding vector b) and c) are used, data is transmitted either using the Macro and one or two Pico cells. In the case precoding vector d) is used, data is transmitted by the Macro sector as well as both Pico cells. This system can be enhanced in case the number of antennas is increased at the Macro and/or Pico, respectively.
Radio Resource Management Concept: The RRM is divided into radio resource assignment (RRA) and long-term radio resource management. Both include interference management as well as mobility and load management. The distributed RRM entities within the HetNet scenario operate in a master-slave mode where the Macro eNB operates as a master, and the associated Pico eNB run in slave mode. Macro-and Pico cells are interconnected via the X2 interface which is used to distribute scheduling maps and precoding matrices Bi. The mobility management can push UEs into the Pico cell or handover UEs into the Macro sector depending on the link budget, traffic load to a given UE as well as a handover margin to avoid handover hysteresis. Macro sector and Pico cells cooperate during RRA in time, frequency and spatial domains. By applying precoding matrices from Eq. 2 on a subchannel basis, Pico spectrum can be switched on and off in parts of the frequency domain. Here, subchannel refers to a group of subcarriers typically consisting of 4-6 physical resource blocks (PRBs). Finally, scheduling maps and proding matrices can be updated on different time scales. Depending on the load and mobility and the capacity of the interfaces between nodes within the HetNet scenario, the feedback updated frequency can be either on a basis of several milliseconds up to several seconds and can be on a regular time frame or base on a trigger from the master eNB.
System Level Simulation Environment: The RRM algorithms are analyzed by system-level simulations. The main parameters sets considered in the simulation are summarized in Table I . For realistic antenna modelling, we use a 3D antenna model which is described in [6] . Besides the common log-normal shadow fading model with standard deviation of 8 dB, a geo-located correlation model with interand intra-site correlation of 0.5 and 1 respectively is applied, cf. [7] , [8] . The auto-correlation distance is set to 50 m. The LTE system is running in frequency division duplex (FDD) mode and using 20 MHz bandwidth for both Macro and Pico cells. Standard channel models like extended spatial channel model (SCME) only model i.i.d shadow fading which is not very realistic in a real deployments. The SINR distribution of different HetNet scenarios with uncorrelated shadow fading and no shadow fading is shown in Fig. 2 . HetNet deployments effect especially at the cell edge of Pico cells will require new RRM algorithm design. Shadowing channel effects will be taken into account on a system level basis. In order to benchmark practical RRM algorithms running in a time continuous mode, we apply a distancebased correlated shadow fading, shown in Fig. 1 . By taking time windows and traffic models into accounts, these RRM algorithms can also model time delay, which is one KPI to be considered in the evaluations.
Results and Outlook:
In the final paper we will evaluate the described RRM algorithms with the distributed precoding concept in a system level context using realistic antenna and shadow fading models, Fig. 2 . Results will be evaluated according to standard KPIs Under given RRM strategies, especially load on the X2 interface as well as power budget regarding Pico power consumption shall be taken into considerations.
